History of the Ring

The 1994 class ring was designed by the class of 1984. The ring has been designed to represent the ideas and goals chosen by the class members as best expressed the entire class.

President's message

Recognized Virginia Tech Rings

Each ring is a reflection of the personality of that particular class and reflects the athletic, academic, social, and personal experiences which contribute to the high level of leadership and quality each class brings to Virginia Tech. Each class ring is different in design, each containing those traditions most important to the development of the student body. Though each class ring is different in design, each contains those traditions most important to the development of the student body. Though not measured, the Virginia Tech rings are not measured in their design or weight of the metal. These rings are not measured in their design or weight of the metal. They are a strong sense of class pride, the true beauty and pride found in the amount of work of each class member. These rings will look down to their members and still feel a strong sense of class pride. These rings are not measured in their design or weight of the metal. They are a strong sense of class pride, the true beauty and pride found in the amount of work of each class member. These rings will look down to their members and still feel a strong sense of class pride.
The traditional rings are available in two sizes: extra-large and large. Each size is available in several different weights.

The means traditionally are awarded in the University side and the Class side. The name of the heir college inscribed on the Class university side and each class member will have all of the traditional rings. The colors traditional ring is available in 72, 117, 127, 222, and 322.

The extra-large traditional ring is available in one-engraving of a engraved to Virginia Tech — or college may alter the engraving to their liking. The engraving can be any name or message of the engraving to be altered by Virginia Tech. The engraving can be any message which allows everyone to be a part of the engraving.

The year the Class of '1949 brings back a ring tradition for the
1984 will be the 129th graduating class.

The logo proudly displays the seal of the Class of 1984, a close-up of a beautiful Virginia Tech. The dogwood flower on the left side of the seal is the symbol of Virginia Tech, representing the spirit of the student. The addition of Virginia to the right side of the seal is the symbol of the state of Virginia and was added to emphasize the importance of the state's agricultural and industrial development. The Virginia Tech wordmark and the Virginia Tech wordmark colorful inscription on the right side of the seal are the symbols of the state's agricultural and industrial development. The Virginia Tech wordmark and the Virginia Tech wordmark colorful inscription on the right side of the seal are the symbols of the state's agricultural and industrial development.

The Class of 1984 crest, a beautiful eagle, is a symbol of strength and the power of knowledge. The eagle represents the proud Virginia Tech student, a proud Virginia Tech student. The Class of 1984 crest, a beautiful eagle, is a symbol of strength and the power of knowledge. The eagle represents the proud Virginia Tech student, a proud Virginia Tech student.
Women's Dinner Ring

Information on the restrictions:

Please refer to the opposite page of this booklet for detailed information on the availability of rings.

The formal dinner ring of the Class of 1984 was designed to emphasize the uniqueness of the class. The ring features a diamond center surrounded by a band of polished gold.

Information on the availability:

Some of the rings are available on the minisite where you can find more details. You can order a ring through the University's online store.

The ring is made of polished gold and features a diamond center. The band is adorned with a polished gold design.

The ring is available in sizes 5 to 10. If you do not choose any of the available options, the minisite will show the ring available in size 7. If you need a different size, you can contact the University's customer service.

The ring is an excellent way to show your pride in being a member of the Class of 1984.
Metal Rings

Metals

Your selection will assist you in ordering you ring. Your selection will be available through the 25/35 academic year. Students who have not received their personal rings will be asked to select a display of rings and one of these will be the ring in the display at the ring exchange location in the lobby of the first floor of the University Seal and Awards Building.

Options

The Class of 1949 rings are available in several different finishes of gold. These rings are limited to certain rings because of the individuality of the designs. All of these rings are available in various sizes. A picture of the Class of 1949 rings is available in the University seal and Awards Building.

Signature Rings

Please see the order form for size charges. The rings available are the same as the rings available in the University seal and Awards Building. The rings are also available in the University seal and Awards Building, but without the university seal. Please see the order form for the extra charge incurred with a plaque C. The rings are available in the center of the black only. Please see the order form for the extra charge incurred with a plaque C. Please see the order form for the extra charge incurred with a plaque C.
Stone Enhancements

Stone

Options:
- Please refer to the signet and dinner ring sections for these.
- Signet & Dinner Rings

Jewelry

It is a simple and smooth top stone, and are available in:
- Crystalline rhinestones are available on the traditional rings only. They are most unusual expressions of the traditional rings only. They are:
- Precious Emblems
- The traditional rings are available in the traditional and miniture.
- Firecrest stones are available in the traditional and miniture top of your choice.

Crystalline rhinestones are available with a University Seal.
Methods of Payment

1. Personal check or MasterCard/Visa. This entitles you to a 5% discount on your order.
2. Cash, money order or personal check and pay the balance when you receive your order.
3. You may place a deposit (minimum $300) with your order.
4. You may use MasterCard or Visa to pay your deposit balance if the card is not in your name, you will need to provide a signed authorization letter.
5. You may use your ring to pay your deposit balance if the balance is cleared. Please note that your ring will not be released until the balance is paid in full.

Ordering Instructions

The class of 84 Ring Program has several different payment methods and continue to make partial payments while your ring is being manufactured. There are no finance charges or special carrying charges for this service. You may place a deposit (minimum $300) by any of the above methods and continue to make partial payments while your ring is being manufactured. If the card is not in your name, you will need to provide a signed authorization letter. The balance is then paid in full by the time the rings are delivered. You may use your ring to pay the balance if the ring is delivered. Please note that your ring will not be released until the balance is paid in full.
Balfour — the quality manufacturing

This is our commitment to you.

Your first class doesn’t mean your Virginia Tech class mug will end up in the vending machine. We can assure you, Balfour will take as much pride in the making of your Virginia Tech class mug as you will in the meaning of your degree. Our craftsmanship and dedication to quality can be summed up in one word — pride.

Pride is also evident in our manufacture, 3D printing processes, and the skilled artisans who create each piece of fine jewelry and memento. Our production facilities in our main facility in the U.S. and overseas are second to none, and our standards of quality have been recognized by many local and national organizations, including the Virginia Tech Alumni Association and the Virginia Tech Foundation.

Balfour Company History

Lloyd G. Balfour recognized a need in 1913 to provide

Balfour logos are registered trademarks of Balfour New England, Inc, under exclusive license to Balfour, Inc. 

Balfour is a registered trademark of Balfour New England, Inc and may not be used without permission. 

Balfour is a trademark of Balfour New England, Inc and may not be used without permission. 

Balfour is a registered trademark of Balfour New England, Inc and may not be used without permission.
available at all ordering sessions.

Any college or high school gold ring will be engraved at current gold salvage value towards the purchase of the class of 1984 V.P.I. & SU. ring. Current gold value will be used.

If a student fails to graduate with his/her class, a new ring will be made and a full refund will be made.

If a student fails to graduate with his/her class for personal reasons wishes to return their ring the base price plus 20% of the cost of the ring will be refunded. Should a student change his/her major course of study while a Virginia Tech student, a new ring must be purchased. Any college or high school gold ring will be engraved at current gold salvage value towards the purchase of the class of 1984 V.P.I. & SU. ring. Current gold value will be used.

Lifetme Warranty for 1.4, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

V.P.I. & SU. Class of 1984
Class of 1984 Ring Schedule

Room 342 Squares Student Center

8:00am - 6:00pm
Wednesday & Thursday
May 25 & 26, 1983

Ring Service

Friday & Saturday
May 13 & 14, 1983

Ring Dance

May 12, 1983

Squares Student Center

8:00am - 4:00pm
Wednesday
May 11, 1983

Ring Delivery

8:00am - 6:00pm
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
March 2 & 4, 1983

Old Dominion Ballroom

8:00am - 6:00pm
Tuesday
January 22, 1983

Room 342 Squares Student Center

Order Taking

East Commonwealth Ballroom

Order Taking

9:00am - 6:00pm
Tuesday & Wednesday
January 25 & 26, 1983

Squares Student Center

Order Taking

East Commonwealth Ballroom

Order Taking

November 3 & 4, 1982

Squares Student Center

Ring Premiere

7:30pm
Tuesday
November 2, 1982

West Commonwealth Ballroom